COMPUTER ENGINEERING FOR BABIES PRE-ORDER
$33.00
NUMBER OF BOOKS

1 Book

3 Books

6 Books

This is a Pre-Order with estimated delivery:
December 2022

FOR KIDS. AND SENIOR EE’S.
With two buttons and an LED, the book explores basic computer logic gates,
including NOT, OR, AND, XOR and a Latch. The book uses light sensors to detect
which page is open and change the operands accordingly.
Please take a moment to ask yourself honestly if you:
have a baby
are planning on having a baby
are interested in computer engineering
will be attending a baby shower in the next 1-6 months
have a friend that looks like they might have a baby
are planning to be interested in computer engineering
know a computer engineer that acts like a baby
skipped the ﬁrst two days of CE150
are learning how to read
If you fall into any of these categories, then you should definitely get a few
of these.

“I just received my copy of the book and it really smashed all my expectations! The quality of the
pages is top notch, the button click is excitingly satisfying and the overall presentation is superb.
Thank you.”
— chaosteil

“Language, logic, and blinking lights? How can you not love this!”
— /u/sceadwian

“Just arrived. This is so amazingly cool!

”

— robert l.

“I see you're marketing it to babies but as a Senior EE University student I'm considering getting
this.”
— /u/mulv1336

FUNDED ON KICKSTARTER WITH 5,000
CONTRIBUTORS.
See it on Kickstarter

HOW DID YOU EVEN
COME UP WITH THIS?
When my oldest was a year old, he would demand that I hold him in the air so he could flip the light switches. Each time he flipped the switch, he would jerk his
head around to check the room and confirm that the lights had successfully toggled. He would have done it for hours if my arms had the strength.
This book is inspired by my sons' curiosity, and a hope that I might be able fuel that curiosity, and keep them entertained without having to suspend them in the air
to toggle light switches.
PRE-ORDER NOW
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Submit your email to be kept in the loop.
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